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01. Fingers crossed

02. To stab someone in the back 

03. Twist someone’s arm

04. Turn a blind eye

05. To pull someone’s leg

06. Hands down

07. Not my cup of tea

08. To beat around the bush

MATCH THE DEFINITIONS WITH THE IDIOMS

0101

To not speak directly

To wish for luck

Definitely, totally

Something you don’t like

To ignore something

To playfully joke with someone

To persuade/pressurise someone

To betray someone

WILL RICHARD FIND LOVE?

Look at the following Tinder profiles for Richard and Sharron 
and underline the idioms in context. Then check them against the 
definitions above.



02

Richard, 24
1334km away (London)

Hello ladies! I love girls who are up 
for a night out on the town and who 
can turn a blind eye to my mischie-
vous behaviour. Pretentious girls and 
blondes aren’t my cup of tea, but if 
you can make a good curry you 
might twist my arm. Really I just want 
to meet someone who likes a laugh. 
Fingers crossed!

Sharron, 28
0.02km away (L’Hospitalet de Ll.)

I am hands down the best amateur 
cook in Barna. So I’m looking for 
someone with a big appetite. Honest 
guys only – I’ve been stabbed in the 
back too many times. I don’t take 
myself too seriously so I like a man 
who can pull my leg. And no mind 
games. Life’s too short to beat 
around the bush!

The next question can be done as a writing or as a discussion with 
a partner.

a)  Have you ever been ‘stabbed in the back’? How did it make you feel?

b)  What’s something bad that you’ve seen and ‘turned a blind eye’ to?

c)  When and why would you ‘twist someone’s arm’?

d)  In English culture, people tend to ‘beat around the bush’ and are a lot less direct than 
in Spanish culture. What are the advantages and disadvantages of this?




